
REVIEW NOTES: 
 
  The text between <html> and </html> 

describes the web page  
  The head element (between <head> and 

</head>) is a container for all the head 
elements. Elements can include scripts, 
instruct the browser where to find style 
sheets, provide meta information. The 
<title> tag (the title of the document) is 
the only required element in the head! 

  The text between <body> and </body> is 
the visible page content  

  The text between <h1> and </h1> is 
displayed as a heading  

  The text between <p> and </p> is 
displayed as a paragraph  

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD 
HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Title of the document</title> 
</head> 
 
<body> 
The content of the document...... 
</body> 
 
</html> 

 
 

The body tag’s attributes are being replaced by style sheets (which we will learn about later), but need 
to be considered when creating your document. The body tag allows you to: 
  Specify the color of the text in a document  (<body text="black">) 
  Specify the color of an active link in a document (<body alink="#ff0000">) 
  Specify the default color of unvisited links in a document (<body link="#ff0000">) 
  Specify the color of the visited links in a document (<body vlink="#ff0000">) 
  Specify a background image for a document (<body background="bgimage.jpg">) 
  Specify the background color of a document (<body bgcolor="#E6E6FA">) 
 
Text attributes can be added many different ways. For now, let’s just use basic html code.  
  <hl></hl> Creates the largest headline  
  <h6></h6> Creates the smallest headline  
  <b></b> Creates bold text  
  <i></i> Creates italic text  
  <font size="3"></font> Sets size of font, from 1 to 7  
  <font color="green"></font> Sets font color, using name or hex value 

 
 
Symmetry is important in your coding. 
HTML tags are keywords surrounded by angle brackets like <html> 
HTML tags normally come in pairs like <b> and </b> 
The first tag in a pair is the start tag, the second tag is the end tag  
Start and end tags are also called opening tags and closing tags 
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Tutorial 2: 
 
 

  
Alignment 
You can align text, images or 
entire tables to the right, left or 
center, horizontally or vertically. 
While most of the commands 
have now been moved to the 
style sheets, you can still use the 
commands within a tag. 
(example: h1 align=”center” ) will 
still center your h1 tag.  The <p>, 
<h1> through <h4>, and <table> 
commands will still align to the 
right, center or left as you code 
them. 
 
Adding images and Links 
 
And what would a website be without 
images? Graphics you have created, 
harvested from your computer, or 
downloads from your digital camera, all 
static visuals are considered “images”. 
Adding images to your website can be as 
easy as referencing an image you found 
online, or you can create your own 
image, modifying it in an image editing 
program, then upload it to the server and 
create a unique design. 
 
In the example to the right, we have 
used an image that was on another 
website. Here’s some cautions: 

1. Make sure that you have the 
exact location of the image. (the 
URL for the image ends with .jpg 
or .gif or .png). 

2. When you look at the image online to get the location, try and use an image that is close to the 
size you would want your final image to be. (see image sizing information section) 

3. Make sure that the image you want to use does not require a login and password to review. 
4. Try and choose images that have no copyright restrictions. 

 
Once you have located the image, cut and paste the URL into your document as you see above. The 
correct syntax can be seen in the code below: 
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When you insert an 
image, you can position it 
or let it sit on a line by 
itself. You can see by the 
examples to the right, that 
no alignment will flush the 
image to the left, but not 
let text wrap around it. If 
you align it to the right or 
left, the text will wrap 
around the image and the 
image will “float” in the 
area it has.  
 
If the image is a link (that 
is, you can click on the 
image and it will take you 
to another page), then you 
will get a line around the 
edge of the image unless 
you indicate “border=”0” in 
the image tag. 
 
Links can be text or images. Whether the link is text or an image, you still have the same syntax. 

 
 
 
References: 
All about links: 
http://w3schools.com/html/html_links.asp 
http://w3schools.com/html/tryit.asp?filename=tryhtml_links 
 
All about images: 
http://w3schools.com/html/html_images.asp 
 
 


